the king's ministers. Any timber taken by other ways than these may be seized by the religious for their damages.

Also, in respect of discords raised by the jurisdiction of the manors of Byanvoir, Forest Labbeye, Balamavay and Ichelm, called Temple by Wabban, which the Knights Templars held and now are in the Hospital, it is agreed that all lordship and jurisdiction there, high, mesne and low, are and shall be in the religious throughout the said manors, the bounds whereof are to be settled by agreement between the ministers of the king and of the religious, within which the latter may imprison and hold to justice or the hurdle trespassers, as the Templars did, only they shall surrender any of the king's men taken in their jurisdiction when required to do so by him. The repair of the high roads to the demesne lands and fees of the religious shall be in the king where such are not within the terriers of the said manors.

In other lands and woods of the hospital and the mill called 'Forest Labbeye,' the king shall have the high jurisdiction, the religious the mesne and low, saving the king's rights.

For the justice in the places belonging to the commandery of Saint Manvill, to wit, Hokanmecourt, Neele hospital and Broecourt, and the justice of the place called 'La Couture Hendebourgh,' it is agreed as in the case of Forest Labbeye, Byanvoir and the others. Also for the high justice of the manor in the parish of St. Giles's, Abbeville, now of Master Matthew Gande, that shall be in the religious; and where complaint is made by the religious that the sheriff of Lyon, in the county of Ponthieu, arrests their men, it is agreed that he shall do so no more.

French.

Sept. 23. Westminster.

Restitution to queen Isabella, for the special affection and gratitude which the king bears to her and for the more honourable maintenance of her estate, of the county and land of Ponthieu and Montrenil, with the castles, boroughs, towns, manors, lands and other places pertaining thereto, which Edward II. by letters patent granted to her for life but afterwards resumed.

By K.

Memorandum, that these letters were delivered to Geoffrey le Scrope at York on the vigil of the Circumcision to be taken to the bishop of Lincoln, the treasurer, for custody in the treasury until the king should demand otherwise herein.


Grant for life to the said queen of the manors of Fasterne and Wotton, co. Wiltz, for life, in recompence of a rent of 100l. out of the town of Newcastle-upon-Tyne and 45s. 10d. out of the farm of Ipswich. By p.s.